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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

T a q u n 9 s b e r ich t 46/1979

App1ied Mathematical Statistics

4.11. bis 10.11.1979

Die Tagung AApplied Mathematical Statistics" fand unter der

Leitung von Herrn K. Behnen (Hamburg) und Herrn G. Neuhaus
(Hamburg) statt.

Der Schwerpunkt der Tagung lag auf dem Gebiet der Sequent1al

Analyse und Nichtparametrischen Statistik, wobei im letzteren

Bereich vor allem adaptive Verfahren und Fragen der Robusthe1t
1m Vordergrund standen'.

Neben dem umfangreichen Vortragsprogramm konnten viele Gespräche
und Diskussionen geführt, sowie neue Kontakte geknüpft werden.

Auch dieses Mal· waren erfreulicherweise wieder zahireiche aus
ländische Wissenschaftler anwesend, die 49 Teilnehmer stammten
aus 11 versch1edenen Nationen.

Die großzügige Planung und Organisation der Tagung durch das

Forschungsinstitut wurde von den Tagungsteilnehmern, insbe

sondere von denen, die erstmals in Oberwolfach waren, gelobt.
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vortragsauszüge

ALBERS, W.: ASymptotic def'iciencies of one-sarnEle rank tests

under restricted adaptation

We consider adaptive rank tests for the one-sarnple problem. Here

adaptation means that the score function J of the rank test is

est~ated from the sampie. We restrict attention to cases with a

moderate degree of adaptation, in the sense that we require that •

the estimated J belongs to a one-parameter family J=(J )rElcR').r

Using asymptotic expansions, we compare the performance of such

adaptive rank tests to the performance of rank tests with fixed

scores. For a particular class of estimators which are related to

the sarnple kurtosis, explicit results are obtained.

BERAN, R.J.: Efficient robust est~ates and tests in parametrie

mcdels

. {n } kLet Pß:ßE8 , e an open subset of R , be a regular parametrie mo-

del for a sarnple of n independent, identically distributed obser

vations. This talk will describe est~ates'{Tn; n~1} of ~ which

are asymptotically efficient under the parametric model and are

robust under small deviations from that model. In essence, the

est~ates are adaptively modified one-step maximum likelihood

estimates, which adjust themselves according to the estimated fit

of the model to the data. When the fit seems paar, Tn discounts

observations that would have large influence ori the value of the •
usual one-step MLE. The est~ates' {T } are asymptotically min~ax,

n .
in the Hajek-LeCam sense, for a Hellinger ball contamination model

and su"itable loss function. The talk will also describe robust,

asymptotically minimax tests for hypotheses about 6. One con

struction of such tests is based upon the estimates' {Tnl.

BERK, R.H.: ASymptotic efficiencies for sequential tests

Varlous notions of asyrnptotic efficiency for tests are discussed

in the context of sequential testing_ These include the concepts
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due to Pitman, Bahadur, Chernoff and Hodges and Lehmann. Same of

these efficiencies extend naturally to the sequential case; others

present conceptual diffieulties. The two best known effieieneies,

those of Pitman and Bahadur, do not provide satisfaetory eompari

sons of sequential tests.

BRAUN, H. stoehastie approximation: A new stopping rble.

Consider a Robbins-Monro proeess'{Xn } determined by the reeur

sion Xn+
1

= Xn - anYn , where Yn=Y(Xn ) = M(Xn ) + En • We propose

to take two Observations on Y at eaeh X and henee, obtain ~n

unbiased est~ate 52 of 0 2 = E(E 2 ). The stopping rule is definedn n,
by Nk = inf{n : Un(k) ~ eCk)} where eCk) is a eonstant and

U (k) =(y2 k+1+•• ·+Y2 )/(ke s 2 ). Intuit1vely, Un(k) will be elose ton· n- : n n

1/2 .when Xn- k+1 ' ••• ' Xn are close to o. It is possible toshow

that Nk has finite moments of all orders andthat Nk/k converqes

in distribution to a positive random variable. Furthermore, the

randomly stopped R-M process when properly normalized is asymp

totieally normally distributed. 5mall s~ulations show that

this stopping rule werks well for k=2 in a wide variety of

problems.

HALL, W.J.: Nonparametr1e est~ation of mean residual life

The mean residual life (MRL) function. for a distribution F on R+,

is defined as eF(x) a EF(X-xlx~x).It is also known as (remaininq)

life expectancy, and is a funetion of interest in aetuaria1 stud1es,
survivorshlp studies, and reliability.

Our first objeetive in this paper 1s to present a summary of the

known, and several newly discovered, properties of the MRL

funetion e F ; the latter inelude a characterization of the class

of all MRL funct1ons, and a study of the behavior of e 'at great

age' (for large x).

The na~ural nonparametrie est~ator of e F 1s the empirieal version

e a e F (F the empirieal df). Large-samp1e study of it was
n n n

lnit1ated by Yang in 1978 (Ann.Statist. 6); in partieular, she
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considered the MRL process n1/2(~n - e
F

) and showed it to be

weakly convergent to a certain Gaussian process. Dur second ob

jective is to reformulate and extend this result, identifying the

l~iting process in terms of Brownian motion, dropping some of her

assumptions, and extending her domain of convergence to R+.

Our final objective is the construction of nonparametrie (asymptotic)

s~ultaneous confidence bands for the MRL function e F , and these

are readily obtained as a corollary to our extended version of

Yanq's theorem. Some illustrations, to survivorship data and to

reliability data, are given. •

(This werk is joint with Jon A. Wellner.)

HOGG, R.V.: Adaptive nonparametrie methods

In this expository talk, a brief explanation is given describing

why certain adaptive distribution-free statistical tests are also

distribution-free. While not the best distribution free test for

any given underlying distributional assurnptions, adaptive ones

seem to be quite powerful over a wide range of distributions. More

generally, the adaptive idea is used with certain nonparametrie

robust procedures (in particular, R- and M-estimators) to create

fairly efficient statistical methods. An indication i5 given as

to the type of gains in power that can be made by the adaptive

"tuning" of these robust schemes.

HUSKOVA, M.: An adaptive procedure based an ranks

~onsider the following linear model: Yi = AOd
iN

+Xi ,i=1, ••• ,N,

where X1' ••• '~ are i.i.d. random variables with density f, -d1N ' ••••

~ are regression constants, AO
- an unknown parameter. The den-

k
sity f belongs to U F., where F. =0 {f\f(x)=A·f. (XA-W) ,-oo<W<+OO,A>O}

j=1 J J J °

j=1, ••• ,K, f j an density wlth finite Flsher information.
A

N RiN
Define SNJ.(A) = .l d iN ~(N+T' f.), where

1=1 J

" "0 -1 -1 !J.
~(w,fj) = -of-j "(F j (00» / f j (F j (00» and RiN are ranks of the sequel

x1-A.diN' •.•• 'x1-!J.·~. The following adaptive procedure is suggested for
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H : AO
s 0 aqainst A : 60 > 0 : We reject H if S (6°»00, ~,

Nj -a J
° 0SN . (6 +1 ) -SN· (6 )

] ]

/i7B.
J

IRLE, A.: Transit1v1ty in problems of oPt~a~ stopping

KELLER, H. D. :

•

•

If we consider two families of a-alqebras G=(Gt)t€T and F=(Ft)tET'

we .may, for any real valued stochastic process X, define the

value v(X,G), reep. v(X,F) as the max~l reward which can be

achleved by opt~al stopp1nq w1th respect to G , re~p. F • We show
that these two values are equal for all X adapted to G 1ff G 1s
transitive in the sense of Bahadur (1954) for F. In the case of

non-transit1vity we introduce a numerical quantity to measure the
possible reductlon in value and investiqate some propert1es of

.this quantity. The consequences of a reduction by invariance are

lnvestlgated in a special case.

'S'ome' 'example's ·'of'" statistical 'inference based on
the" 'emp'lri'cal" charact'er'i"sti'c functlon

Let X1 'X2 ' ••• ; be i.t.d. random vectors wlth distribution function F

and 'characterlstic funktion c, that 1s c(t) = fei<t,x>dF{x)-for all

t € ~k. Seme examples ar~ qiven, which show·that useful statistlcal
procedures., concerninq exploratory invest1gation may be based on

i<t 'x>
the e .• c.f. cn(t), which 1s deflned.by Cn{t) = Je ' d'Fn(X) =

1 n- i<t., X.>
= -. I e . ·9 Espec1ally' procedures based on. the statistics

n j=1

8U~ Ic (t), - c(t)l, where O<T<~, and Jlc (t) - c(t)12dQ(t),-
11 tll~T n n

where.Q 18 a probab111ty measure are recommended. Furthermore

let S CRk be a compact set and C(S) the Banach space of continuous
functiens on S endowed with the sup-norm. It seems natural to

. , .. f]
a~se~that yn(t) = ~(cn(t)·- c(tl) -> y(t) in C 2 = C 2 (S) =
= C(S) x C(S), where Y is a sultably defined Gaussian process.

But th1s assertion is not true'ln general, as counterexamples

of S. Csörgö show.Nevertheless the follow1ng positive result 1s shown:
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m-1
For m=2,3, •••,and E>O put gm,E(x)=(log x)- (TI logk X)2.

k=2
2+E• (log x) , where log. denotes the j-times iterated logarithm.

m J

Let now m Em, m > 2 be fixed, Qm sufficiently large and

X
I 9 m, y ( I Ix I I) dP 1 < ClO

-{x:am< llxll}

Then Yn (·) eonverges weakly in C 2 • In the special ease k~1 a dee

per insight may be based on strong approximations by stoehastie

integrals based on a sequence of Brownian bridges, whieh are

given by the theorem of Karnlos, Major, Tusnady (1975). •
KREMER, E.: Loeal comparison of linear rank tests in the

Bahadur, sense.

A theorem, stating the loeal optimality of general linear two

sampie rank tests aeeording to Bahadur effieiency, is derived

and a condition for the existence of bounds for Ioeal Bahadur

effieiency presented. Furtherrnare the conneetion of these results

to former considerations on pitman efficieney 1s diseussed and

conditions for equality of loeal Bahadur effieieney and Pitman

effieieney given. All proofs are based on a theorem of Kremer

(Ann. Statist. 1979) about the loeal equivalenee af exact and

approximate slopes.

KRENGEL, u.: Stopping points and tacties

I want to present some results eoncerning optimal stopping for •

multiparameter proeesses and mo~generally for processes {Xt,tEQ}

indexed by a partially orderd set Q. Q is assumed loeally finite,

i.e. for any q E Q there exist only finitely many t ~ q. The pro-

cess is adapted to the lnereasing a-algebras Ft • stopping points

are maps T : n ~ Q with'{T ~ t} E ft{t E Q). An ~portant class of

stopping points is generated by taetics H ='{Hst ' sEQ, tE{s} UDs}'

where Ds are the "dlrect successors" af s in Q, Hst E Fs ' and for

fixed S"{H t' t E'{s} UD} is a partition of O. Rouqhly speaking,s s .
Hss 1s the set where you stop at s if you get there, Hst 1s the set
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where you proceed to t. For Q = ~2 and for Q a tree all stoppinq

t~es come from tactics under a weak qualitative conditional

independence condition, but not for Q = ~3. If the a-algebras f t
are qenerated by independent identically distributed Ys(s ~ t)

and Xt 1s a niee function of Ys(s ~ t) e.g. Xt = Yt , or Xt = average

of all Ys(s ~ t), stopping problems for tactics can be reduced to
I-parameter problems. This y1elds e.g. a Waldis equation for tactics.

If X
t
~ 0 and the Xt are independent, any stopping point can be

a~proveda by one . taking values in a totally ordered subset of Q.

This werk was done jointly with L.Sucheston.

LAI, T.L.: On sequential medica1 trials

Anscombe (1963, T.Amer. Statist. Assoe.) proposed the following

formulation of sequential design for a" comparative medical trial.

There are two competing treatments A and B, and a specified set

of N patients are to receive either treatment A or treatment B.

The trial consists of pairwise allocation of treatments to n pairs

of patients, then a eonclusion is made as to which ~reatment appears

tobe superior, so that the remaining N-2n patients not on trial

will be given the apparently superior treatment based on the results

of the first n pairs. We define the regret as the difference in

mean response between the idealized procedure of usinq the (unknown)

better treatment for all N patients and the procedure under con

sideration for choosing n pairs of patients for exper~entation

and then usinq the apparently better treatment for the other N-2~

patients.A class of sequential procedures is proposed and analyzed

in this talk, where we consider only the case of normally distri-

~ buted responses. This class of sequential procedures is shown to

have approx~ately opt~al properties based on asymptotic analysis

as N + ~ and on Monte Carlo s~ulations. Furthermore, these se

quential procedures are shown to be much better than traditional

fixed sample s1ze procedures.

LORDEN, G.:

For the problem of testinq hypotheses &.~ eo vs t ?:. ß"1 ' about the

real parameter & of an exponential family, it i8 proved that there

are s~ple 3-staqe tests that minimize the expected sampie sizes
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_1 1 I' 1
to within O«log a ') 1'- log log a- ) as a, the upper bound

probabilities of error, goes to zero. This generalizes to multi

d~ensional exponential families - for example, to the problem

of testing ~ < 0 vs.~ > 0 > 0, where ~ and 0 2 are the unknown mean
o - 0 -

and variance of anormal di·stribution., Two-stage tests are not in

general asymptotically efficient, even for testing between two

s~ple hypotheses.

MüLLER-FUNK, u.: On sequential signed r.ank statistics

Startinq out from a sequence of i.i.d. r.v. x1 'X2 ' ••• , we consider 4It
+n Rkk +

statist1cs of the form Tn = l c k sgn(xk )g(k+l)' where Rkk denotes
k=l

the relative rank of Ixk , among Ix11, ••• ,lxkl and where c k > 0

are eonstants. This class of statist1cs arises quite naturally in

sequential analysis. The basic distribution theory necessary for

that end is derived, i.e. an invariance principle and the strong

law of large numbers. In order to prove the former we rely on a

refinement of Hajek's projection methode It turns out that the

lim1ting process belongs to the class of random functions
t 1

aW(t) + b f s- W(s)ds where W is a standard Wiener process.
o

NOVIKOV, A.A.: Bounds and asrmptotics for first passage time

of processes with independent increments through

moving boundaries

Let St be a process with independent stationary increments,

t€[O,~) or t=O,l, ••• , and let

T = inf{t:lstl > g(t)}, 0 = inf{t:St< f(t)}.

We consider the behavior of the probabilities

P{T >'T}, p{o > Tl

Usinq the technique due to absolute continuity of probability

measures, we receive the upper and lower bounds for these probabi

litles. It turns out that the received bounds are elose and allow

to prove results about rough asymptotics of the probabilities under

consideration.In'particular the next result holds.
n

THEOREM. Let Sn l ~k' ~k ~ N(O,1) and independent.

•
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Furthermore, let gen) > 0, In n=0(9 2 (n» and
n n 2I Jg(k+l) - q(k)]2 = o(Iq- (k» as n -+- co

1 1

n 2 n 2
Then: P{a > n} = exp{- lr (I g- (k» (1+o(1»}, n -+- co

1

When St is a Brownlan motion some more exaet results are proved.

Using the result of Komios, Major, Tusnady' we ean extend the above

statement to·the ease of nongaussian random variables.

The bounds and asymptotics of p{o > T} are expressed in terms of

the SQ called "action funetional" •

• PFLUG, G.: On reeursive estimation

Let' {Pe}3e:R be a ~amily of probability measures on a measurable

~pace (X,A:l:. We want to estimate the unknown parameter ~ by obser

vi~g a sequenee-{Xn}nEN of independent random variables with

distribution Pa .·A sequenee of esttmates"{~} N is ealled
o n nE:

A A A

recursive, if &0 = eonst, and &n+1 = $(n'&n'Xn>. Fabian has shown

in 1978, that under eertain global and Ioeal (Cramer-Wald) conditions

L(~1/2(&n - &o>lp& ) -N(0,I-1 (&0» where 1(30) denotes the Fisher-
_ 0

Information.

Thls situation (i.e. when the square roots of the densities are

q.m. dlfferentlable) is often called the "regular case tl
• In the

leeture we consider not only this case hut also the so called

aa~st regular case" (Ibra9~ov/Hasminsklj) and the "non regular

oasen (i.e. when l~ d~(P&,P~ ) / le-&oIP = c > 0, P < 2;
&-+-&0 0

• d 2 denotes the Hellinqer distance)".

RIEDER:, H. :"_1 ':~ :Robusmess ·o-f'."rank" 'hests

F1~st, nonparametri~ hypotheses of approxtmate symmetry, and

approx~te equality of distribution funetions, are formulated,

to aecount for grass errors, and distribution freeness of rank

statistics for these hypotheses is shown, whieh now refers to the

stochastieally extreme laws. Seeond, rank tests are invest1gated

. ~der loeal alternatives and i~finites~al neighbourhoods, which

p?ssess a subtle asympto~ic fine structure; from this loeal viewpoint
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rank tests are not extra robust (e.g. unbounöed scores give maximum

size one and min~um power zero). Third, qualitative robustness of

tests is defined, by the requirement of equicontinuous error

probabilities, and necessary and sufficient criteria are derived.

Rank tests prove to be qualitatively robust. Fourth, the point of

final breakdown is introduced to denote the critical amount c of

contamination that renders test statistics unable to distinguish

any two c-contaminated probabilities, and it 1s determined for rank

statistics (e.g_ sign-test, c = 0.5; Wilcoxon, c ~ 0.293; Normal

scores, c ~ 0.239). •

ROTHE, G.: Tests based of "the method of n rankings

In the two-way classification model without interactions and one

observation· in each of the p.N cells a class of nonparametric tests

is considered. This class corresponds to the class of projections
P 'xp'

A € ~ - • where A • 1 , = O. In many cases, there are restrietionsp.
on the model in such a manner that it can be parametrized by a

subset of E P : where the hypotheses "there is Da difference between

the p treatments" corresponds to the parameter ß = o. The following

result 1s presented: The "Pitman-opt~aln test in the class corre

sponds to the projection on the tangent of this parameter set at

point O. Same special cases are presented either, e.g. if both effects

can be assumed to be additive and no further information is known

about the underlying distribution, Anderson's test (cf. Biometrika '59)

turns out to be "optimal" in the sense of Pitman efficiency.

RUSCHENDORF, L.: Weak convergence of empirical processes in

sup-norm metrics •A certain class of sup-norm metrics is introduced on the generalized

Skorohod-space Dk - It is shown that the empirical process of random

variables which are uniformly distributed on [0,1]k weakly converges

to a Brownian Bridge w.r.t. these sup-norm metrics. In this way it

is possible to reduce the asympotic distribution of functionals of

the empirical process, which are not continuous w.r.t. the uniform

metric on Dk to the distribution of corresponding functionals of

the Brownian Bridge.

The proof of this result is mainly based on a Poisson-type represen-
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tation of empirical processes and on a generalization of the

Birnbaum-Marshall inequality.

RUYMGAART, F. H. : 'An application of linearization in nonparametrie

multivariate analysis

•

•

Consider independent random vectors Xl=(~l,nl) , ••• ,~ = (~N,nN)

with bivariate d.f.ls F1 , ••• ,FN• For each t E [O,n) let us intro

duce the N independent (univariate) r.v.'s X t = <x let>' wheren, n
et 1~ the unit vector in m2 making an angle t with the positive

~-axis. One may Investigate the blvariate random structure by means

~f suitably chosen univariate statistics SN(t), say, based on the

linearized sampie elements just introduced. These statistics form

a stochastic process SN ='{SN(t), t €[O,n)}, certain (random) func

tionals of which can be used to reach decis10ns eoncern1ng the
original bivariate sample~ Th1s situation oceurs e.g.in the ordinary

principle component analyis, where SN(t) 1s the sample variance

of the Xn,t. The special problem that we 'have in mind here 1s that

of testinq the hypothesis F1 = •• = FN=F (continuous)i see e.g.

also Pur1 & Sen (1970)~ We choose SN(t) = ~N 1 c J(R t/(N+l»,n= n n,
where R t is the rank of X t. We shall consider SN as a rando~n, n,.
element in the Hilbert space L

2
([O,n},p), where p is a convex

combination of Lebesgue measure on [O,n) and the counting measure

on"{t"t2 , ••• ,tm} c [O,n), i.e. the case where the process reduces

to a randam vector in mm 1s covered as a special situation. It

turns out that SN ~wG on L2 (p), where G 1s a Gaussian pr~cess.

Unfortunately this Gaussian process has a covar1ance function de

pendinq on the underlying d.f. F. This covariance funct10n can,
however·, be estimated so that the norm of the difference converqes

a.s •. to zero. From this est~ator we may d~r1ve a random trans-

formation TN(SN} of SN such that I ITN(SN)I I~ +w x~, for same r
under certain cond1tions. This means that tests based on I ITN(SNl I I~
are asymptotically distribution free. The power of these tests

can for weIl chosen ~ be occas1onally better than that o~ tests of

s~ilar type where p 18 the count1ng measure on the set {O,;}.

SCHOLZ, F.W.: trowards a unif'1'e'd definition' of' maximum likellhood

Based on a pairwise comparison of probabillty measures near the

observed data point, a unified definition of max~um l1kelihood
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is given. This definition applies to the dominated as weIl as to

the undominated case, thus providing a base for nonparametric

maximum likelihood problems, which so far have been solved in a

more or less ad hoc fashion. The definition is based soley on the

possible probability measures governing the distribution of a

random element X and does not involve "appropriate" choices of the

Radon Nikodym derivatives as in the Kiefer Wolfowitz definition

(Ann. Math. Stat. 1956 27, 887-906). Roughly the definition looks

at 1im P(Nx}/Q(Nx ) as the neighbourhoods Nx of x shrink to the

observed x, in order to decide whether P or Q is to be considered

"more likely" for the observed x. It 1s shown that this definition e
coincides with the classical (dominated) definition when smooth

density versions are possible. Parametrie and nonparametrie examp-

les are considered and the question of consistency will be addressed.

'ASympto"t"ically risk efficient nonparametrie sequential

point estimation procedures.

Nonparametrie sequential point est~ation of estimable parameters

based on U-statistics and von Mises' differentiable statistical

functions is considered. The asymptotic risk efficiency of this

procedure is established under very mild regularity conditions.

In this context, the estimated.variance of a U-statistic 15 ex

pressed as a linear combination on reverse martingales on which

certain moment inequalities are used to yield the desired convergence

results in a very simple way. Certain auxilliary results on U-sta

t1stics hav1ng interest of their own are also considered and 1ncor

porated in the study of the main results. Applications of jack

knifing in this context has also been studied. Asymptotic norrnalitye

of the stopping time has been studied under weaker regularity

conditions.

SENDLER, W.: A' 'functional limit theorem in connection with order

'statistics

Let (Uni,1~i~n) be the ordered vector of n independent U(0,1)

distr1buted r.v.'s; we consider the random function
n

T (x) := 1 · L cni(x)a- (Uni)' 0 < x < 1. The following result is
n n i=1 -n

presented.
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THEOREM: Under su1table reqularity and smoothnessconditions on

the qn as well as the functions cni (·) the processes

HnC·) = ~ (Tn (·) - ~n(·» (where ~n(·) are appropriate ~entering

functions) tends weakly to a Gaussian l~iting process Ho. In most

cases of interest the converqenee is w.r.t. Skorohod's M"M2 or

the s~p-norm-topoloqy.

The method of proof 15 a funetional version of Shoraek's (1972)

approach •

• SIEGMUND, 0.0.: Sequential X2 and F tests.and the related

confidence intervals

Sequential X2 and F tests are propoaed for testing equality of the

means of several normal populations with common varianee. Approxi

mations are qiven for the siqniflcance level and power, and

approximate confldence lntervals are obtained for the non-eentrality

parameter &. "For each fiXed e a eonfidence region 1s qiven for the

angle m wh1eh the treatment effect veetor in eanonical coordinates

makes with a f1xed d1rection, and henee an over-all eonfidence

region is obtained for the pair (~,w).

SMITH, A.F.M.: Unsuperv1sed sequential learn1ng procedures

•
We ahall eons'ider the following general problem. A sequence of

(possibly vector-valued) observations x"x2 , ••• ,xn , i8 obtained~

each belonqinq"',to' on~ öfk-(.!:2lexelusive populations ll, ,ß 2 , ••• ,llk.

For each Di the n-th observation 18 to be elassified on the basis

of the observations x"x2 , ••• ,xn , and without any feedback concer

ning the correctness, or otherwise, of previous elass1fieations.

This class of so-ealled uns~~~~y~sed learninq~~ob}ems embraces a

larqe number of important applications to on-line Pattern Recoq- ..

nition, Signal Deteetion, and the Traekinq of manoeuvring targets

or signal sourees in noisy environments.

Uncertainty ~u~ the distribution of a particular observation

leads to a m1xture form, which preeludes a closed-form updat1ng

and decision procedure and requires the implementation of same

form of approx~ation.

A unified review of proposed methods for handling such problems

will be presented and the1r use 111ustrated. Convergence properties
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of various schemes will also be considered.

STADJE, w.: Some secretary problems

STEINEBACH, J.:

Two generalisations of the classical secretary problem are studied:

1. We no longer assume that the n objects are totally ordered;

let there be m criteria accordinq to which they have to be cornpared.

The opt~al stopping problem is then explicitly solved for monotone

utility functions, and asymptotic results for same concrete cases

are given.

2. We formulate the problem of stopping k times "optimallyll, •

where again opt~ality 1s defined as maximal expected utility.

Specializing the utility function, we obtain optimal IIk-stopping

rules n for the problem of maximizing the probability that the l

absolutely best objects are among the k chosen ones and for the

problem of minimizing the expected rank SUffi. For special cases

the asymptotic behaviour of these stopping rules is computed for n

and for k tending to 00.

Non-error rates in discrete sample-based

el:assif1cat1on

Let k disjoint population groups G" ••• ,Gk mix in a large popula

tion. An individual selected randomly fram the mixed population

may be regarded as a random vector (X,I), where X denotes the

individual's characteristics and I indexes its group. Consider the

case of X taking values in a finite space X = {x
1

, ••• ,xM}. Then

the distribution of X is given by ~(x)=P(X=x) = ~q.f. (X}=Lg. (x),
i 1 1 i 1

where q, •••••qk are the mixing proportions of the groups and ~

f 1 , ••• ,fk denote the group-conditional distributions, i.e. fi(x)=

= P(X=x I I = i). A classification rule D is an ordered partition

D = (D1 , ••• ,Dk) of X , which~all~c~tes an individual to group

Gi iff X E 0i- Let r{D*}, reD), reD) be the optimal and (sample

based) actual resp. apparent nan-error rate as defined by Glick

(Biometries 1973). Then, extendinq Glick's results, we prove

(1 ) 0 < P (r (D*) - r (D) > 0); ~m (k-1 ) (1 -d 2 ) n

( 2 ) 0 < r (D*) - E { r (D) } ~ (kr' (D*) - 1) (1 -d 2 ) n

where m denotes the number of points x with at least two diffe

rent discr~inant scores 9i(x) and
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d 2 min min I Iqi(x)' - Imax q.(xrI 2 > O. Furthermore,
1 g. (xl <max g. (xl j ]

l. .]
A A J n

(3) 0 < E{r(D)} - r(D.) < M(k-1) (1-d 2 ) ,

if all M points of X have at least two different discriminant scores.

Stochastic iteration for a constrained opt~ization

problem

A Lagrangian stochastic iteration method for an opt~ization problem

with constraints, where the economic function and the constraint

functions are noise-corrupted, has been investigated by Kushner

and Sanvicente (1975), Hi~iart-Urruty (1976) and Kushner and

Clark (1978). The results of these authors on almost sure and first

mean convergence are sharpened and a functional central limit

theorem 1s glven which yie1ds fixed width asymptotic confidence

damains for the opt~al solution.

Same results on decision boundaries and risks are obtalned by

dynamic programming for multiple and full sequential Bayes1an

sampling plans; and various propertles of and tables for them are

presented here and compared with results for single and double

samplinq. Robustness of these plans with respect to errors in same

of the parameters are investiqated as well as methods for reducing

the computation for the sequential plans. The latter include an

evaluation of, and application of Chernoff's asymptotic approxi

mations in terms of a partial differential equation ••

WETHERILL, G.B.:

WIJSMAN, R.A.:

Normal sequential samp1inq

Sequential confidence sets

Families of invariantsequential probability ratio tests can be

used to generate confidence sets for parameters in the presence

of nuisance parameters. These confidence sets are capable of

covering the true value of the parameter and not coverinq a spe

clfied false value, both wlth pre-assigned probabilities. Examples

will be'given and some propertles discussed, in particular, the

behaviour of the stopping time.
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WITTING, H.: On sequential correla~ion rank tests

The remainder term in the Chernoff-Savage representation of corre

lation rank statistics i5 shown to be of order n -1/2 -y , y=y (.K.) >0,

with probability 1-n-K for all K>O uniform over the class of all

continuous bivariate distribution functions. At the crucial point

of the proof a linear prograrnming approach is employed. The theorem

gives' various weak convergence results and a law of the iterated

logarithm. Moreover, a class of nonparametrie SPRT-type tests for

testing independence 1s given. Asymptotic OC- and ASN-curves are

derived. These tests are justified by asymptotic cornparison with ~

the corresponding SPRT.

VAN ZUlLEN, M.C.A.: Empirical distributions and rank statistics

Some ~portant classes of statistics will be discussed, including

simple linear rank statistics, rank statistics for testing inde

pendence and linear combination of order statistics.

It is well-known how in a Chernoff-Savage approach certain pro

perties of the empirical distribution function can be used to

Obtain the asymptotic distribution of these statistics in the

i.i.d. case and in particular the convergence to zero in proba

bility of the remainder term. We shall strengthen these proper

ties in order to obtain a stronger type of convergence to zero

of the remainder term in the non-i.i.d. case. Moreover, it will

be dlscussed how so - called Kendall-type statistics do fit in

thls framework.

It has been noted by a number of authors that if two tests are

asymptotically efficient for the same testing problem, then typi

cally their powers will not only agree to first but also to second

order. In a paper entitled UFirst order efficiency implies second

order efficiency" which appeared in the Hajek memorial volume,

Pfanzagl proved the first general result of this type under a

large number of technical conditions. Here our concern will be

to establish a theorem of this kind under rather mild assumptions

and to provide an intuitive understanding of the phenomenon •
The research reported was done jointly with P.J.Bickel (Berkeley)

and D.M. Chibisov (Moscow).

VAN ZWET, W.R.: On efficiency of first and second order

~
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